
Marrakech Walls:

New revolutionary paint with an appearance as:
- the looks of tadelakt or 
- a concrete look
- 100% mineral, ecological paint

Marrakech is a lime based paint, in between stucco and paint.

Finish with Dead flat eco sealer makes it washable and water repellant without losing the flat 
bold concrete look. 

Finish with Lime soap will give protection, makes it rincable and will give a soft shiny finish like a 
„Venetian plaster” or Tadelakt” look.

With Marrakech it is important to keep in 
mind, when deciding on a color, that the way 
of finishing effects the result.

Advice: 
-ask your dealer for the Fresco colorbox
-see samples in store
-make a sample before applying on wall to 
decide which finish/method is favorite.

available in 2.5 liter

On the www.pure-original.com website, under „downloads” you’ll find datasheets of all 
products. 



MARRAKECH

Tools: Wide tape, big brush or medium roller, Marrakech spatula, 400 sanding paper.

How to apply:

1: tape the edges of the wall, protect the floor and prep wall (remove dust and clean if
needed)

2: apply 1 layer of *Pure & Original Wallprim with a roller in same color as Marrakech, let it 
dry.

3: stir the Marrakech, don’t have to dilute (except XD base see page 3)

4: apply a rich layer Marrakech with a brush or roller in irregular strikes, work in squares of
appr. 2x2 feet. Don’t cut edges in advance, work wet to wet.

5: wait 15-20 minutes untill Marrakech gets some lighter/dry spots, Marrakech still has to 
soft and smooth. Clean your tools immediately with water.

6: flatten the Marrakech Wall with a „Marrakech spatula” (rounded edges), with short    
strikes in different directions, don’t forget any area. Don’t press to hard, let the spatula do the 
job.    note: the more strikes, the more cloudiness.

7: done for now! rinse your spatula instantly and let your Marrakech Wall dry for about
6-8 hours (depending temp/humidity of space).

Concrete (sober, stone-ish) look:

Sand the wall with 400 sanding paper (hand or machine) => color gets lighter, less cloudiness
Note; fine dust. Whipe away dust and your done!

Tadelakt look (Venetian plaster look):

After sanding go over it with the spatula to get more cloudiness and shiny strikes (=polishing).

Keep in mind, if you want: more cloudiness: => polish.  Less cloudiness: => sand

Finish (optional): Wait at least 7-10 days, until lime in Marrakech is fully cured!

Dead flat ecosealer; apply 2 (3) thin, diluted (about 15% water) layers with a hair brush. Wait for 
12 hours in between the layers. Note: Intensivates the color.
Lime soap: apply 2 layers with a damp micro fiber cloth, rub the soap into the cloth before 
applying. Wall should be saturated but not have a layer of soap on top. Wait untill 1st layer is dry 
before applying 2nd layer. Note: Intensivates the color.

* Pure & Original Wallprim is especially developed for lime paint and needs to be used 
for good adhesion



Special instructions Marrakech XD base:

XD base has to be diluted untill easy to apply with brush or roller (about 10-15%)

Layer should be less thick than other Marrakech bases.

Curing time takes a few days longer, wait at least a week before polishing and 10-14 days 
before finishing with sealer or limesoap (if needed).

Picture; “Potato Skin” 

Note: this is a general application instruction and does not replace the technical 
datasheet. Technical datasheet is available at www.pure-original.com under 
downloads or ask your dealer.

http://www.pure-original.com

